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Summary:
This research, Usage and transformational variations in Ibn Hilal Al - Halabi in ktabh alesbah
'ela mrah alarwah ,is presented by Salah Ali Jassam Muhammad Al-Issawi .It aims to study two
types of variations: usage and transformative in prominent scholars of the ninth century AH,
providing a statement about his method of reasoning and the importance of reasoning for him in
explanation of rules and morphological issues .The research falls into in two sections with a
forward, an introduction, and a conclusion including the most important results. Each section has
a preface. The first section talks about the usage variations according to Ibn Hilal. The second
section deals about transformational variations, their concept and their varieties according to Ibn
Hilal. The conclusion includes the findings of this research.
Introduction:
Praise be to Allah , the Almighty, the lord of the worlds , peace and blessings on the last of the
prophets , his family and companions, and those who his holy message as long as heaven and
earth can endure;
Allah, be pleased, granted Arabic a rank of eternity and honor. Arabic has this sublime rank
being the language Quran [We have sent it down as an Arabic Qur'an] [Yusuf, 2]. The Noble
Quran is close Arabic. Some of the holiness of the Quran letter ized Arabic. The early
grammarians viewed this connection with respect and reverence. It was necessary for our
scholars, thinkers and authors to honor this language by the outcome of their minds and
pens.They dealt with the study of Arabic and structures, and they set the rules and defined the
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provisions .They were not satisfied with that, but they worked on the interpretation of those
rules. Therefore, the variations appeared, and scholars considered them.
The explanation constitutes an important pillar of scientific research in various types of sciences,
manifestation of the samples the grammarians established and it relied upon by in delivering the
judgments and consolidating the grammar. Therefore, it is imperative to explore this matter in
depths, as a step to honor our mother tongue. The present research is an attempt to gather
Morphologicalvariations as much as available to identify their categories and Ibn Hilal’s
reasoning methodology.
Like all other Arab scholars reasoning, Ibn Hilal took a great care to grammatical variations. He
produced many explanations. He hardly passed a grammatical [problem without explaining in
details. His only book was filled with variations. Ibn Hilal cited the morphological variations
of issues that he dealt with in his book. He was not after the explanation terminology only sine it
came in an accidental form .To clarify, the grammatical issues run smoothly: variations came in
sequence without the disorder or complexity. It should be noted that Ibn Hilal derived most
of variations from scholars who preceded him.
The variations that Ibn Hilal covered the Morphological lessons had a level of importance in
the reasoning and interpretation as a means of educational tools for studying morphological
issues. Ibn Hilal dealt with these matters within the dialectical framework because variations
were not his primary goal .The multiplicity of morphological issues varied and revolved around
in the books of morphological reasoning. Algeles alnahawi mentioned these issues in his book
“thimar al-sina’a”. He stated that the known issues are twenty-four types (1). Ibn Hilal
added other variations. The research deals with usage and the transformative variations.
Section one: usage variations
Usage irregularities are those variations explained by the Arabs grammatical usage. They are
among the most assertive linguistic variations because it is not based on presupposition and
imagination. However, it tends to explain the direct usage that the speakers are accustomed to
such as the easiness of pronunciation (2).These variations are related to the way the Arabs
pronounce the words and combinations .Among the most prominent of these variations
according to Ibn Hilal are:
1. Difficulty of pronunciation
This irregularity is one the widely used variations linguistic books , especially morphology
books. It is one of the variations, which the Arabs took into consideration in their speech. It
means that The Arabs find some words or a point of vowel annoying to utter (3). The goal is to
achieve smooth speech and to keep away uneasy points of articulation .Arabic seeks the utmost
ease of both grammar and pronunciation. The implication of this process of mitigation since
easy grammar and uncomplicated pronunciation aim to find smoothness in speech. Dr. Khadija
Al-Hadithi confirms this notion saying “This irregularity, by outcome, is in the prime of
1

See: thmar alsna'eh fy 'elm al'erbyh:135, walaqtrah fy aswl alnhw:98
See: alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab sybwyh: 247
3
See: alshahd waswl alnhw:373
2
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mildness or levity (4). The most linguists, like Sibawayh points out this variation. Sibawayh
mentioned in many places his book examples about the awkwardness of two resembling letters
meeting in one place “mitigation means that the verb ends with two letters of similar place such
as [riddto= gave back] and [atma’annanto=I feel calm]. If the last letter has a vowel point, Arabs
unanimously agree on assimilation. Alkhalil claimed its correctness because when the two letters
were in one place, Arabs/speakers have to raise their tongues from a position and then move
their tongues back to the place of the other letter.The uneasy pronunciation led them to want to
raise their tongues once only like saying [radi][h[ijtra’a] (5).
Almubarid explained he variations of the uneasy pronunciation. It is discomforting to have
damma (the vowel sound of u) and kasrah (the vowel sound of i) like Gholami. He stated "the
letter ya, with kasrah before the preceding letter, (the vowel sound of i) cannot be added the
uneasy pronunciation of it (6). Ibn al-Sarraj mentioned, inn Alusool, a couple of hamzas (the
charverb er designating the glottal stop) cannot be combined in one place e.g. )(أُأَكر ُم. The
analogy is to say in tense  يُ َؤكر ُم،أكر َمlike
)(يُدَ ْحر ُج. Therefore, the discomforting pronunciation
َ
7
leads to the removal of combined Hamzas ( ).
Ibn Hilal explained many similar matters his book (8) and it is one of the most frequent
variations, for instance:
A. The uneasy pronunciation of vowel points:
The vowel point show a type of the uneasy pronunciation. The verb form abstains from being in
wazin/ form “فِعَا ٍلthis verb form refrains in case of the first letter is YA (9). It is incorrect to say
,)سارا
ً س َرهُ ِي
َ (ياor ) (يا َمنَهُ ِيمانًاbecause the kasrah (the vowel sound of i) is uneasy to utter. Another
ْ (أُقِت
example is the regular permissibility of the replacement Humazah of Waw like )ٌ (أ ُ ُجوه. )َت
.The form/pattern is face is the plural of faces )ٍ(و ْجهsingular
)ٌ(وجوه
ُ plural, Hamza is replaced
َ
10
due to the uneasy pronunciation of damma on Waw ( )
B. The uneasy pronunciation two al-Hamzas meeting:
Ibn Hilal mentioned Speaking about the form of (" )أُكر ُمThe Form ( )أُأَ ْكر ُمwith two hamzas, one is
omitted got get rid of uneasy articulation (11). Ibn Hilal mentioned the reason for deletion
without mentioning the omitted letter, the second hamza. The first Hamza should not be deleted
because it is the sign of the present tense. It is a sign and the sign should not be removed(12).
C. The uneasy pronunciation of the homogeneous letters meeting:
An issue of difficult pronunciation, in Arabic, is the meeting of homogeneous letters.
Assimilation or deletion can get rid of this process. Ibn Hilal elucidated this variation by being a
discomforting pronunciation. The pattern of- being red- is ار وا ْح َم َّر
َّ  )(احْ َمthe origin is ( ,احمار َر
َ
4

drasat fy ktab sybwyh :202
alktab :3/530
6
almqtdb:4/248
7
alaswl fy alnhw(labn alsraj):3/333
8
See : alesbah :108 , 123, 133 ,222 ,257, 263, 356, 366
9
See: alesbah :133, wshrh altsryh:2/35, whashyh alkhdry 'ela abn 'eqyl:2/93
10
See: alesbah :514, walmqtdb:1/63 , wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):145
11
See: Alesbah: 123, w'ell alnhw(labn alwraq):183
12
See: shrh altsryf llthmanyny: 380- 381, walmftah fy alsrf:100, wshrh
alt'eryf bdrwry altsryf:237
5
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)واحمرر
with two Rs. The speaker/s assimilate the two Rsto pronounce easily (13). A second
َ
instance Ibn Hilal mentioned about deleting in case of presence of sukun the vowelessness of a
medial consonant with the first letter "make it permissible to delete due to homogeneous letters
meeting for instance ( ) ُ ظِ ْلتُ ) و(مِ سْتwith kasrah (the vowel sound of i) to the second root letter.
Then, delete the first homogenized letter due to the inability to assimilate (14).
D.The uneasy pronunciation of the waw between the yaa with the vowel point A and kasrah (the
vowel sound of i).
Another instance of uneasy articulation uneasy pronunciation of the waw between the yaa with
the vowel point A and kasrah (the vowel sound of i) is in the present tense. An example is about
()يَ ِعدُ وأخوات ُ َها, Ibn Hilal mentioned pattern of waw in singular, dual and plural ( َ يَ ِعدُون, ِدان
ِ  يَع, ُ)يَ ِعد,
the origin is ( َ و َيو ِعدُون,ان
د
ع
و
ي
و
,
ُ
د
ع
و
ي
(the
waw
was
omitted
because
it
is
located
between
fathah
ِ
ِ
َ
َ
َ
ِ
yaa and a kasrah ... and such cases are difficult for the Arabs(15). In such cases the Waw is not
to be added.The open yaa and the kasrah ,as Al-Sabban mentions (d.1206 AH), are Two
opposites for the waw; the reality is they are between two difficult opposites ( 16). Ibn Ya'ish
explained the reasons for this mitigation saying” the reason is the waw itself is a difficult
pronunciation, and it is surrounded by two dark letters: the yaa and the kasrah ”.(17). Alkofion
supported the deletion of waw in (ُ)يَ ِعد. The difference between the transitive and intransitive
the waw present tense. The speaker pronounces Waw in the intransitive form but he/she does not
in the transitive, like )ُ(يَ ِعدُ) (يَ ِزن:(18). Al -Basharis disagreed. Waw is omitted from Many
intransitive verbs such as )ُزن َي ِجد
ُ َف ال َبيتُ َيك
َ (وك. The original pattern
ِ ِف) (ون ََم الذُبابُ َينِ ُم) (و َجدَ في ال ُح
is )ُوجد
ُ َف يَوك
ِ َِف) و(ون ََم يَونِ ُم) و(و َجدَ ي
َ (وكand all of them are intransitive. If it is a true claim, waw
cannot not be deleted. waw is deleted beciase of being located between yaa and kasrah (19).
2. Mitigation variation:
Ibn Hilal attributed this usage variation to some morphological issues i,e. the smoothness or
mitigation. It is a variation related to Arab speech, as they tend to choose lighter pronunciation
unless it impairs the word (20). Sibawayh explained this irregularity in many places, and he
described the behavior of the Arabs that they were seeking smoothness (21). To clarify, “steps if
said in dark pronunciation, the analogy in ( ٌ ُك ْل َوات:ٍ)كِليةbut they peak mitigated ( ٌ) ُك ْل َواتonly to avoid
dark discomforting pronunciation (22). Al-Mabarad explained a number of issues including the
omission of the Yaa from the plural of Sahara (ص ْحرا َء
ٍ ص َح
َ ), saying: “in plural, say (ار
َ ), and the
23
original form isص َحاري
.
It
is
true.
If
you
like,
remove
it
lightly
(
).
Ibn
alsarraj
allocated a
َ
chapter to this issue entitled sukun sukun ( the vowelessness of a medial consonant) of mitigated
verbs and nouns. For instance, ع ْل َم
ْ ع
َ عل َِم
َ  و, ك َْر َم: وك َُر َم,ٌضد
َ :ٍضد
ِ ع
َ  و,ٌ َك ْبد:ٍ وفي َك ِبد,ٌ فَ ْخذ:ٍفَخِ ذIf two dammas
See: Alesbah: 180, walktab :3/530
See: Alesbah: 375, walktab:4/422,walmsa'ed 'ela tshyl alfwa'ed:3/349 , wshrh
altsryh :2/754
15
See: alesbah :454, walmqtdb:2/129, wshrh ktab sybwyh (alsyrafy):4/433
16
See: hashyh alsban 'ela shrh alashmwny:4/256
17
shrh almfsl labn y'eysh : 5/424
18
See: alensaf fy msa'el alkhlaf ,(msalh 'elh hdf alwaw mn y'ed wnhwh):2/782
19
See: alensaf fy msa'el alkhlaf :2/783
20
See: 'ell alnhw(labn alwraq):60
21
See: alktab :4/117 , 4/421 , 4/454 , 4/457
22
alktab :4/411
23
almqtdb:2/231
13
14
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follow another they becamemigrated. Another example ع ْنق
ُ :ق
ُ  و,ٌ ُر ْسلas well as two kasrats as
ٍ ُعن
24
in "ٌ إ ْبل:) (إبِ ٍل. Some of the modern scholars made the law of linguistic economy. It means that
the speaker is trying to communicate the thoughts or feelingsin his/her mind with the least
masular effort because the scientific terminology differ according different times (25). As for Ibn
Hilal ,many issues are explained by this variation (26) and the aspects of explaining vary
including:
A. Mitigation by conversion:
Ibn Hilal mentioned that the yaa in )ي) و (با ِد َية
َ ِِي) و (يا غالم
َ (هis turned in to an alif after which the
kasrah of Haa, mim and Dal are converted into fathah; then, the yaa is converted into Alif
because of the vowel point and the fathah preceding it ,)ُ(هَا) و(ياغال َما) و(باداة. He explained the
variation saying: "It was only done to ease it (27).By ease, it is means that the speaker turns the
yaa into an alif ;this is because Alif is lighter than the yaa. Yaa witn fathah preceded by kasrah
is unseay in the frequent usage. The fat-hah (vowel point of a) must not be with a weak yaa (28).
B. Mitigation by substitution:
Ibn Hilal mentioned that one of the signs of Mitigation Arabic is that they change the first two
letters with a vowel )ان
ٌ َِّدن
ٍ ((دِين29). To clarify this substitution, the original patterns are )ار
ٍ ِيو
َ َار) و(د
) )(دِواَ ٌنdiwan / dinnar. The plural is )نانير) (دَواوي ٌن
د
(dnnaneer/
dwawiin
the
yaa
is
changed
from
ٌ َ
Noon into )ار
ٌ َّ) ِدن. It is uneasy pronunciation because the noon with Shaddah (the doubling sign
over a consonant) is dark. The kasrah increases the dark pronunciation. Therefore, it is converted
to get rid uneasy pronunciation of weakness(30). As for ,)( (د َِّوا ٌنDawan) , the first waw was
turned to a yaa due to sukun and the kasrah before it despite the first of the two letter is silent.It
ٌ ( د: (Diwan) (31).
became )ِيوان
C. Mitigation by deletion:
Ibn Hilal said about the deletion of ta-a in (است َ ْفعَ َلAstfl) from some places like (است َ ْفعَ َلAsitaa);
Humazah iswith kasrah. its pattern (يُسْطِ ي ُعyastii), deleted Alta softening , and originally (Astia),
ta’a is omitted for mitigation . the present form  يُسْطِ ي ُعfsathah on the present form letter (32).Ibn
Hilal restricted his statement of kasrah in the hamza in the past and fat-ha the letter present In
order to avoid  أسْطاعwith fat-ha ans the Hamza, and the present يُسْطِ ي ُعand their form is ,)ع
َ (أطا
33
)(يُطي ُعletter Sin is additional ( ).

alaswl fy alnhw(labn alsraj):3/158
See: aswl alnhw al'erby(alhlwany):114, walt'elyl allghwy fy ktab sybwyh:250
26
See: alesbah: 184 ,259 , 293 ,304 , 322 ,406 ,468 , 505
27
) alesbah :222
28
See: shrh almfsl labn y'eysh:1/350, wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):38, wshrh
almrah(al'eyny):224
29
See: alesbah:424
30
See : allbab fy 'ell albna' walerab:2/317, walmmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf:246
31
See : almmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf:384
32
See : alesbah: 406 – 407,wshrh almfsl labn y'eysh:5/563, wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):97
24
25

33

See: alktab:1/25, walaswl fy alnhw(abn alsraj):3/229
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D. Miytigation by sukun:
ُ  َي. Its form is يغز ُو.
ُ
Ibn Hilal mentions this type of mitigation Speaking about sukun of Waw غز ْو
34
waw is in sukun for smoothness ,in the sense that dammah is dark on Waw. It is mitigated ( ).
3. Variations of frequent usage:
It is one of variations s that are often referred to to shoe the rules of omission (35). It is popular
among according to scholars of Arabic .Imam Al-Suyuti mentioned that“ :It was adopted in
many chapters of Arabic”.(36). And they noticed that when the linguistic structure is utilized a
lot, it has many changes (37). These changes are often associated with Mitigation because the
frequent usage of the word makes it change to seek smoothness. Sibawayh said: “They need to
reduce what they use too often”(38). Ibn Yaish said, “The frequent usage has an effect on
change. Do you not see that they said:“ What ”, and what is meant is: anything, and said “َو ْيلُ ِم ِه
wailmh, ”and they said:“ I do not know, ”so they changed these things to do mitigation in
frequent usage (39).
This irregularity is frequently mentioned in Sibawayh ’s book, and it deals with many points in
linguistic reality (40). This rule is associated with him deletion issues such as saying " It
is deleted for mitigation because the precedingmletter is in sukun I see and you see , we see
and see, etc. The Arabs infamously agree to say it with ease due to the highly frequent usage
(41). AlMubard uses this variation to explain some morphological issues related to deletion
including deleting the Ya in ,)ع ِم
َ َ(( َيا ابْنَ ِأم) و( َيا ابْنO Ibn Ummah) and (O Ibn Amma), and they
are (O Ibn Amma), yaa is deleted because of frequent usage (42). It is also one of variations s
that frequently discussed by the Ibn As-Sarraj’s alusul, and it is related to deletion. An example
for deleting Ya in أدر
ِ (الI do not know), by saying: أدر
ِ “الI do not know. They are omitted
except for certainty, so they are omitted due to frequent usage (43).
Ibn Hilal attributed deletion to many morphological issues in his book (44) ,and most of them are
related to deletion.
A. Deletion for frequent usage of nouns:
Ibn Hilal discusses the original form of the word (Allah). He mentioned that its form is(Illah ),
according to one of the Sibawayh ’s two views, it is derived from ُ( أ ِلهَ يأْلَهIllah ), being
worshiped. The form is (fial) the past participleof worship. Frequent usage deletes Hamazah.
Alif and lam are added instead, it becomes (Llah). The two lams are assimilated and velarized if
preceded by fatha or damma. It becomes (Allah) (45). Sibawayh ’s second view is that its form
34

See: alesbah :468, wallbab fy 'ell albna' wale'erab:2/28
See:'ell alnhw (labn alwraq):61
36
alashbah walnza'er fy alnhw:1/573
37
See: aswl alnhw al'erby(alhlwany):115
38
alktab :2/163
39
shrh almfsl labn y'eysh:3/130
40
ee : alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab sybwyh :256
41
alktab : 3/546
42
See : almqtdb: 4/251
43
alaswl fy alnhw (abn alsraj):3/343
44
See : alesbah : 76 , 284 , 291 , 427 , 430
45
See : alesbah:427 , walktab:2/195, walantsar lsybwyh 'ela almbrd:233, wshrh altsryf lthmanyny
35
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is (llah), the wazin/pattern is a verb meaning to hide. Allah conceal Himself from sights. There
is no deletion. Alif and lam are added with velarized point (46). The hamza is deleted from
()ناس
ٍ ,due to its frequent usage and its pattern : (()أُناس47)
B. Deletion for frequent usage of verbs:
Ibn Hilal mentioned that the verbs forms are like ) (أُأْ ُك ْل) و (أُأْ ُخ ْذ) و (أُأْ ُم ْر: )( ( ُك ْل) و( ُخ ْذ) و( ُم ْرeat) and
(take) and (command) (I eat) and (I take) and (command) with two hamzas with dammah and
sukun respectively. The second hamzah should be changed into a waw. Arabs remove the second
hamzah, and omit the (Hamzat al-Wasl) the conjunctive Hamza saying )( ُخذْ) و( ُم ْرEat) and
(Take) and (command) due to For frequent usage (48). A similar example is the omission of
the Hamza from ( َي َرىsee) and its pattern ي
ُ َ  َي ْرأ, . yaa is converted into an Alif because of the
presence of the vowel point and the fat-hah preceding. Humazah becomes soft. Three silent
letters combine Alra, soft Humazah and Alif converted from yaa. Humazah is deleted, and
vowel point is given to the Raa. Deletion is required and specialized to (يَ َرىsee) only due to
frequent usage In (see) without (يَ ْنأى49).
4. Variations of removal / independence :
Renunciation is one the variations that the scholars of Arabic discuss. Sibawayh mentioned it
frequently in his book, and he may call it (independency or contentment) (50). He he explained
“in their speec, is be content by with something over something (51) Al-Mabrad said “ in their
speech, they are content of something over something so that the removed one is
waived”(52) .Ibn Jinni assigned her a chapter which he entitled Variations of removal /
contentment” (53). To set an example, Sibawayh says ,،ع َرايَا
َ  عِرا ٌء وال: يان
ٍ " ع ِْر.they favor one
thing over another on basis of sufficiency so that they cannot be used within their words (54).
Ibn Hilal traces this principle and explained several issues (55)such as:
A. The noun independency:
Ibn al -Hilal goes along with Albasri that the word form is the origin of derivation. The noun is
independent in the statement, which is the purpose of setting words. The two nouns structure
makes the sense, while the one of two verbs without the noun does not get its sense. What needs
other others has to be a subordinate (56).
l:398, wnzhh altrf fy 'elm alsrf(llmydany): 40
See : allamat:48, wshrh altsryf llthmanyny:397, wallbab fy 'ell albna' wale'erab:
2/365 , wshrh almlwky fy altsryf :360, wshrh alshafyh(alrdy):3/301 , wshrh
47
See : alesbah:427, wshrh ktab sybwyh(alsyrafy):4/198, wshrh almfsl labn
y'eysh:1/344 , walmmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf:394, walmftah fy alsrf:100
48
See : alesbah:422-423, wshrh altsryf llthmanyny:393, wallbab: 2/362
49
See : shrh ktab sybwyh(alsyrafy):5/435, walt'elyqh 'ela ktab sybwyh:3/88, wshrh
almfsl labn y'eysh:5/270, wshrh alshafyh(rkn aldyn):2/690
50
See : alshahd waswl alnhw:378
51
alktab :3/158
52
almqtdb : 2/201
53
alkhsa'es:1/266
54
alktab:3/646
55
See: alesbah: 142 , 143 ,330 , 404
56
See : alesbah:112, wshrh almrah (dyknqwz): 8, wdrws altsryf:18
46
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B. Independence with (like) over simile kaf:
The previous chapter has mentioned some types of abnormalities that Ibn Hilal discussed. It is
and irregular usage without analogy. A poet says ( أقربا
َ وأ ُ ُّم ْأوعا ٍل َك َها أو...) (57). The sample is ( َك َها
Kaha); the poet inserts the analogy enough in the pronoun. As Ibn Hilal mentions, it is
anomalous because they do not insert sufficient simile to the pronoun otherwise it is necessary to
insert the kaf to the addresses, and yaa to the speaker. Sibawayh sated ُمثلى ومِ ثلَهremove (كَى
)ُ(و َكه58).
5. Statement volition variation:
The statement of the variations is to clarify the meaning and deliver it to the mind of the listener
the best picture of the word without complexity. As a frequently discussed in the books,
Sibawayh used this variation to explain a number of issues in his book (59). For instance, this
chapter is about how letter ha-aa represents vowel point other the vowel points of yaa and waw.
The final vowel point show that they did not go after something ... and ،ْ وهُم ُمسلمونَه،ْضاربانِه
َ هُ َما
(وهُم قائلونَ ْه60). Ibn Siraj explained The reported usage of this variations by adding the Alif to
(Heihl  ) َحيَّ َهلin the case of the standing. She says "If I stood, I said  َحيَّ َهال, Alif is here to show
vowel point like ha-aa سابيَ ْه
َ  وح،  ( كتابيَ ْه61) As for Ibn Hilal ,he puts it for the statement in two
points:
A.The statement of the word form, not the repeated letter:
Ibn Hilal mentions that if the letter is substituted from the verbal ta-aa, then it is not expressed in
َ ض
ْ
terms of the uneasy pronunciation like )و(ازدَ َج َر
)ب
ْ (ا. Ta-aa ie replced by ttaa-aa and dal.
َ ط َر
ْ
ْ
َ
They cannot be said as )َعل
َ َ(افطعَلَ) و(افدBecause the verb form is intended to show the origin
pattern, not the repeated letter . if the letter is added for the purpose of placement like ب
َ َجلب
ْ
َ
َ
(Jelbb), it is not said as لب
َ (ف ْعFlb), but said ( فلعَ َلFalall) to show the origin pattern, not the
repeated letter. If the Ain is Repeated like علَّ َم
َ (He taught), so it is not said فَ ْل َع َلbut (فَعَّ َل62)And
َ ض
ْ ب) و
this is what most of the scholars go with , except Alradei . Alradeie thinks that )(ازدَ َج َر
ْ (ا
َ ط َر
َ  (إ ْفand )َعل
in pattern )َطعَل
َ َ (ا ْفدnot )َ(ا ْفتَعَل: to affirm the added letter in pattern (63)
B. vowel point statement:
Ibn Hilal uses this variation to indicate vowel point. The increase of stopping ha-aa in the
imperative verb. In other words, to make the vowel point remain in stoppage and increase it. Ibn
Hilal deems this permissible. What Ibn Hilal goes to is correct; Lest it becomes necessary to start

albyt ll'ejaj fy dywanh :269
alktab :2/383
59
See : drasat fy ktab sybwyh:208 , walshahd waswl alnhw :387
60
alktab :4/161
61
alaswl fy alnhw(abn alsraj) :1/145
57
58

See : alesbah :108, walmftah fy alsrf:28, wshrh alt'eryf bdrwry
altsryf:55, wshrh alshafyh(rkn aldyn):1/176, wnzhh altrf fy 'elm alsrf(abn
hsham):99, whm'e alhwam'e:3/452
63
See: shrh alshafyh (alrdy):1/18
62
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with the consonant in the case of the one-letter sukoon when stopping, or standing on vowel
point, and both of them are not correct (64).
6. Sub-rule generalization:
According to linguists, it means the generalization of a rule that has been established in some of
the section’s rules for a reason; with the absence of the reason for which the rule is prove.
Therefore, a whole set of rule will be in one way without differences (65). Abi Albaqa’a
supports“If the rule is proven related to a variation make a new rule in the position in which the
existence of variations is abstained. The morphological counterpart is that the waw is in the base
form of ) َ(وزَ ن
deleted being placesd between yaa and kasrah. The rest of the present form
َ (وis
َ )َعد
َ
letters with no vowels are deleted to apply this rule (66). This variation is frequently utilized in
linguistics books. However, the grammarians have never made an independent research, except
Imam Al-Suyuti. This imam has produced a research entitled “Sub-rule generalization” (67).
It is possible to say that the variation general sub-rule is in hiah contract with on a large with
hamil measurement [leaving Quranic grammar criteria and deriving new ones from arabic], If the
word, from which other word is derived, is of same type. Sibawayh uses this variation to clarify
the construction of the present tense with sukun if attached by Noon of feminine plural. In past
tense Sibawayh states “ So I stop here and inflect with this sign, as I use sukun because it is an
verb. A verb has vowel points. Verbs can be in present with nouns and noun letters (68).
The meaning of “the construction of the present verb with the inflected from on the past is that
they share the being verb. It is better than inflect contradictory verbs on nouns in the syntax and
not of their gender (69). Almubarred mentioned this under the title (verbs with a Fawa and a
Waw of the three), “Know that if this verb is a verb (to do), then it becomes present ".to
exemplify, س َم يَ ِس ُم
َ  وbecause they exit in a position that refrains wawas .
َ  وو,ُ وو َجدَ يَ ِجد,ُعدَ يَ ِعد
waws ar between yaa and kasrah. the letters of present tense follow yaa to apply the rule (70).
Ibn Hila elucidates a number of rules in his with various usages (71)including:
A. verbs:
Instances about the omission of the waw are in )ُ(ت َ ِعدُ) و(أ ِعدُ) و(نَ ِعد:(I promise), (she promise) and
(we promise), even if the waw is not placed between yaa with fathah and a kasrah .According to
the approval of (promises), it applies the rule (72). The speakers delete the hamza from )يُ ْك ِر ُم
See : alesbah :435- 436 ؛walmsa'el alhlbyat :90, walshafyh fy 'elm altsryf
1/64, walaydah fy shrh almfsl:2/282,wshrh alrdy 'ela alkafyh :4/500, wshrh
alshafyh(rkn aldyn):1/543, wshrh alashmwny 'ela alalfyh:4/16
65
See : trd albab 'ela wtyrh wahdh: d. mhmd hmad alqryshy:757(mjlh jam'eh am alqra
l'elwm alshry'eh wallghh al'erbyh wadabha,j15 – al'edd 25- shwal 1423)
66
altbyyn 'en mdahb alnhwyyn:188
67
See: alashbah walnza'er fy alnhw:1/497
68
alktab : 1/20
64

See : trd albab 'ela wtyrh wahdh :775
almqtdb:1/88
71
See : alesbah : 123 , 208 , 209 , 215 , 223 ,292 ,433 ,456
72
See : alesbah : 123, w'ell alnhw(labn alwraq) :307,wallbab fy 'ell albna'
69
70
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,)(و(ت ُ ْك ِر ُم) و(نُ ْك ِر ُمI honor), (she honors) and ( you honor). if two hamzat are not combined ,For the
agreement of (Akram) ,) (أ ُ ْك ِر ُمoriginal form ,)(أُأ َ ْك ِر ُم, its pattern (I honor). They omit the
second hamza for uneasiness and mitigation. This deletion extends to the rest of the letters of the
present form to apply the rule (73).to keep the present tense on and not to change its
pronunciation.
B. pronouns:
Ibn Hilal justified adding the mem in (أنت ُ َماyou) just as being added in ضر ْبت ُ َما
َ in (you hit) So that
the dual pronoun will remain on the same form (74). He explains the increase of the Ta’a for the
speaker in ُضربْت
َ (I multiplied), without the letters of ana (I) to apply the rule. That is, Taa is
َ ضربْتَ ) لل ُمخا
present in equivalents. )ضربت ُ َّن
َ (ضر ْبتُم) و
َ ( )ضر ْبت ُ َما
َ ( ,ِضر ْبتِ) لل ُمخاطبة
َ (طب و
َ (You hit) to the
second person/the addresses , (you hit) to address, (you two hit), (you all males hit) and (you all
َّ
females hit) (75). Ibn Hilal talks about variations of stressing the nun in (هنhen),
that it was
stressed due to emphasis because the letter before the nun must be with sukun. This rule
removes all Noons of female plural that must be preceded sukun in past and the present forms if
the noon connects to such forms i.e. َ و(الهنداتُ يَضْربْن,) َضربْن
َ ُ(الهندات: (Hindis strike), and (Hindis
strike them). Meem is turned into noon and the noon is assimilated in the noon (76).
Ibn Hila has adopted these usage variations that to explain the morphological matters. The
intention is not to restrict but to clarify how Ibn Hilal explains the various linguistic usage and
morphological issues in his book.
Section two: transformative variations
Transformative variations are variations that are based on the idea of root or original form.
Scholars use them by assuming linguistic transformative steps, as the original form. It stems
from the idea that the Arabs take into account the root form usage of the word in building
language (77). Ibn Hilal explained such a usage, in his book, with a variety of forms, such as
priority, root form and root analogy, compensation, strength, and prolonged speech.
1. Priority:
It is also named variations of prerogative, suitability, and the obligatory usage. It is included
among the transformative variations because it stems from the idea of the root pattern. It intends
to justify a usage being the most correct and most worthy of the constructions of speech (78). It
refers to the preponderance of something over another, as it is more likely to be in usage.
wale'erab:1/138, wmsa'el khlafyh fy alnhw:95, walmmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf :120,
walflah shrh almrah:11
73
See : alesbah:123, wshrh altsryf llthmanyny:381, waltbyyn 'en mdahb alnhwyyn
260, walansaf fy msa'el alkhlaf:1/239, wshrh almfsl labn y'eysh:5/ 425
74
See : alesbah:221, wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):31 ,37, walflah shrh almrah:31
75
See : alesbah :215, walflah shrh almrah:34
76
See : alesbah:213, 223, walmtlwb bshrh almqswd fy altsryf :44, wshrh
almrah (dyknqwz):33, walflah shrh almrah:33
See: alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh :202 ,262
See: alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh : 268

77
78
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Aljalees Alnahawi mentions this point in his book (79); Ibn Maktoum explains saying, "The
subject comes in the first not the object "(80). This variation usually comes to indicate that letters
omission from some places is an either uneasiness or to the brevity and smoothness. It is
preferable to delete some letters over others since is a matter of priority. They type of this
variations is morphological, stated by Sibawayh, about the pattern of ت َْو ِل ٌجtwalij , conveyed from
Alkhalil, " فَ ْو ِع ٌلfwualla has more priority than تَ ْف ِع ٍلtefail. You hardly find In speech (ًعال
ِ  )ت َ ْفtafilla
as a noun but you find فَ ْو ِع ٌلfawail as a verb in many instances (81).
Ibn al -Sarraj debates the deletion of the Seine from ا ْستِ ْفعَا ٍلAstfal saying " :As for Astfal, it not
permissible to prove the Sein and the Alta. There are six letters, the priority is the deletion of
the Seine first ;because it is silent"(82). Ibn Hilal referrs to this irregularity in some places,
including:
A. priority of frequent usage:
Ibn Hilal goes along with Al-khalil, alkisai and Sibawayh approach in the pattern of ( أشيا َءthings)
because alkisai’s approach prevents the noun inflection without the irregularity. Grammarians
oppose this approach. Al-khalil, alkisai and Sibawayh embrace apposing yet popular approach.
Ibn Hilal to states that”a frequent usage has more priority than seldom used uasge’ (83).
B. priority of addition:
One of the controversial that Ibn Hilal issues mentions is the difference of scholars regarding
َّ َ(قcut off) .Alkalil
which one is additional: the doublimng of the seconf letter in the triple root ط َع
supports the doubling of the first letter because doubling a silent letter is a priority rather than a
letter with vowel point. A vowel point letter is a double letter. It is better to delete one than
deleting two letters. Yunus states that the second letter is to be increased because the uneasy
pronunciation happens in it (84). Sibawayh permit both ways (85).
C. priority of deletion:
Ibn Hilal endorses Albesri scholars approach about the deletion of the second Ta-aa in ُتَتَقلَّد, verb
pattern (التَّفَعُّ ِلAltfl), and )ُعد
ُ [(التَّفَاa Fire which is blazing.][Al-lail,14]
َ (تَتَباverb pattern . )ع ِل
َّ  تلis a present verb whose root form is  تَتَلظىbecause. If it was a past form, it would be
(86).ظى
َّ تَل. The second letter is deleted. The first letter is present tense sign. Alkufi scholars put it
ْ ظ
said ت
on the other way deleting the first letter. Ibn Hilal goes along with Basri scholars because the
first ta-aa is a sign: sing is not to be deleted. The heaviness happens at the second

See: thmar alsna'eh fy 'elm al'erbyh:135
alaqtrah fy aswl alnhw:100, wartqa' alsyadh fy 'elm aswl alnhw:71
81
alktab :4/333
82
alaswl fy alnhw (abn alsraj): 3/46
83
See : alesbah:100 ؛wshrh alshafyh(rkn aldyn):1/195 ؛walknash :1/384
79
80

See : alesbah :155, walktab:4/329, walmmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf:202
walshafyh:1/75, wshrh alshafyh(alrdy):2/365, wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):20
85
) See : alktab:4/329
86
Al-lail,14
84
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(87). Sibawayh agrees “The second was the first to delete, because it is made in sukun and
assimilated(88).
2.The original form compliance / referring to form
Compliance with form, in many in the linguistic books, is one of the clearest variations
indicating the meaning of transformation. The idea of the form is clear-cut in the texts (89). It
means is to comply with the form in the morphological rule. Scholars, like Sibawayh, apply this
variation in their linguistic debates and comments. An example is the diminutive of a word with
the second letter of triple root is Alif. when Alif is waw replacement, the diminutive turns alif
back into waw, )ب
ٍ  ب َُو ْي:ب
ٍ  )باbab bowaib. If the Alif is yaa replacement, the diminutive converts
ُ
back to yaa as in )ب
ي
ْ
ي
ن
ٍ َ :ب
ٍ (ناbecause the origin of Alif is yaa. As well as in plural of ) ٌ(أبوابٌ وأنياب
abwab/anyab (90).
Almubarid states, “do not ask why the name is inflected “Why did the noun depart ?Because
the rule is for nouns is to be inflected “(91). Ibn Hilal explained this irregularity in some chapters
of his books, including:
A. Complying with the original form:
Ibn Hilal gives priority to the consonant (Sahih) over the vowel (al-Mu'ta)l the first is the
original form. It means that the consonant takes all vowel points. Vowels imply vowel points for
missing syntactical parts. The word that takes all vowel points has more priority than the one that
implies for a missing part of syntax (92). He uses this variation to explain the priority of
infinitive triple-letter form over other forms being the original pattern. The infinitive is original
over a verb form with additions (93).
B. Complying the original form with vowel point:
The quadrant –letter present tense verb, original or with additions, has damma on the first
letter. Ibn Hilal's justifies for the dammah of the present verb in )((أ ْهراقَ يُ ْهري ُقAharraq Yiraq)
which is not a quadrant because the origin form is أراقَ يُري ُقaraq/yureeq,
ha-aa is added without
َ
analogy (94). Ibn Hilal explained kasrah is the origin of conjunctive hamzas (95).
C. Complying with deleting:
Ibn Hilal explained the deletion of the waw in ض ُع
َ ( َيlaying) despite thhe waw is not placed
between ya-a with fathah and kasrah. The original pattern is وض ُع
ِ َ(يplaced), due to the uneasy
pronunciation of the laryngeal letter, dhaad kasrah is overturned in to fathah (96).
See : alesbah :273, wshrh ktab Sibawayh (alsyrafy) :5/450, walansaf fy msa'el
alkhlaf:2/648, wshrh alshafyh(nqrh kar):2/514, wshrh tsryf al'ezy lltftazany:191
88
alktab:4/476
89
See: alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh :265
90
alktab :3/361-362, walt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh :204
91 See : almqtdb :3/309
92 See : alesbah :98, wtwjyh allm'e :74
93
See : alesbah : 135 ,474, wshrh alt'eryf bdrwry altsryf:24
94
See : alesbah :262, wshrh altsryf llthmanyny:280, walmmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf
150, walmftah fy alsrf:89, walknash :2/8, wshrh alrdy 'ela alkafyh:4/19
95
See : alesbah :285, wshrh almrah(dyknqwz):55 , walflah shrh almrah:55
96
See : alesbah :456 , wshrh ktab Sibawayh (alsyrafy):4/434
87
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D. Complying with the original pattern in rules:
Al-Basrien scholars construct ( give the imperative verb an indeclinable ending of a vowel or
vowelless consonant) like verb ْاضْربidhrib based on the visionaries because the principle in
verbs is construction, syntactical inflection is the origins of the nouns (97). His rule applies on
Waw in (ور ْنتَ ٌلWortel)
because the rule is waw is never to be added first(98).
َ
3. Variations of compensation:
It is one of variations that generalizes the sub rules in Arabic. Aljalees Alnahawi puts it that
way (99), and Al-Taj Ibn Maktoum explains, “The reason for compensation is like doing the
same to the mim in الل ُه َّمAllahuma in the interjection” (100). This variation is classified as a
transformative one because it is based on the assumption that the origin has implication of a
missing syntactical part with deletion and replacement (101). Sibwayh’s sets a frequent example
mentioned in book (102). Sibawayh explains annexing noon to the dual name (Muthanna), (
 ورجلين,((رجالنtwo
men with alif, and two men with yaa). He also said” and the second addition
ِ
is Nonn ,it compensate for the words that cannot have vowel points or (Tanween nunnation) ,
noon and kasrah. You say, as example, ،الرجالن
ه َماtwo The two men, ورأيتُ الرجلَي ِْنI saw the two
ِ
َ
ُرت
men, and و َم َر بالرجلي ِْنI passed the two men” (103). One of the issues that Almubarrid uses this
variations to clarify is the doubling sign over mim in the word Allahm اللَّ ُه َّم. He also said "
Allahm, as an example, Almim with the doubling sign over at the end instead of  َياyou for
alerting. Ha-aa is with dammah because it is with an interjection (104).Ibn al-Sarraj exemplifies
the increase plural haa-aa instead of deleted yaa like ٌاج َحة
ِ  و َج َح,ٌ وزَ نَا ِدقَة,ٌفَ َر ِازنة. Yaa is dceteled and
replaced by haa-aa (105).
Ibn Hilal used this variation in a number of issues in his book (106) including:
A. Compensation for a deleted waw:
Ibn Hilal mentions the Kufi scholars , derive the noun is from the trait, i.e., the sign because it
is a sign on his name. The form is س ٌم
the waw was removed and replaced by the
َ (وWisem).
َ
Hamza becoming ا ْس ٌمnoun(107). He also mentions that the pattern of ,)َ( ِو ْعد:)ٌ( (عِدةa promise),
vowel point of the U, dammah is deleted ans replaced by ta-aa (108). Ibn Hilal responds to kufi
See : alesbah :299,walaswl fy alnhw(abn alsraj):1/ 123, wmsa'el khlafyh fy
alnhw :119 , walhdwd fy alnhw:451, walaqtrah fy aswl alnhw:119
98
See : alesbah : 258, walktab :4/315, walaanswl fy alnhw(abn alsraj):3/236,
wshrh almfsl labn y'eysh:5/327
99
See : thmar alsna'eh fy 'elm al'erbyh:135
100
alaqtrah fy aswl alnhw:99
101
See : alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh :210
102
See : alshahd waswl alnhw :385, wdrasat fy ktab Sibawayh :207
103
alktab :1/17 - 18
104
almqtdb :4/239
105
See : alaswl fy alnhw (abn alsraj):2/408 - 409
106
See : alesbah :79 , 195 , 427 , 438 , 452 , 453
107
See : alesbah:79 , wshrh ktab Sibawayh (alsyrafy):4/114, walansaf fy msa'el
alkhlaf 1/6 , wshrh altsryh :2/683, whm'e alhwam'e:3/466
108
See : alesbah:452, wsr sna'eh ale'erab:2/560, wallbab fy 'ell albna' wale'erab
2/284, wshrh abn alnazm 'ela alalfyh:616, wshrh altsryh :1/71
97
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scholars about the replacement of Humazah by waw that it contradicts the rule. The analogy is
that in case of first root letter omission, it is to be compensated by ha-aaat the end. All cases of
ٌ مِ ْنout of )((بَنُو109)
last root letter omission must be compensated by a Hamza )(ابن
B. Compensation for a deleted hamza:
Ibn Hilal mentions that the original pattern )((إراءةٍ) (إرآيًاerraa): (araiya) is based on pattern of
إ ْف َعا ٍل. yaa is turned into a Hamzah because it occurs after an extra Alif. it becomes إرءا ًء.
ْ The
first hamza is removed; the vowel point is transferred to the raa. The Taa replaces hamzah at the
end. It becomes ً إراءة
َ (110). This variation is also mentioned in of the derivation of the word
majesty, Allah. The original form is )ٌ ((إلهa God ). Sibawayh put is that way, the hamzah is
deleted and becomes اله. Alif and lam replace the deleted Humazah. It becomes (الالهLallah). The
two lams are assimilated and velarized making the word هللاAllah (111).
C. Compensation for a deleted Alif
Ibn Hilal states that ُ(اإلقا َمةiqamah) is the pattern of (أقامaqam).
Moreover, َ(االستقا َمةistiqmah) is
َ
the form of (استقامistaqam).
The original form is (إ ْق َوا ًما است ْق َوا ًماAstqguama).The vowel point of
َ
Waw is moved before waw. Waw is made Alif because it has a vowel point in origin prceded by
fathah. They become ً(استقا َمةً إقا َمة112). two Alifs combine: one of them is omitted due to the
meeting of two sukuns. Ibn Hilal mentioned that the omitted Alif is the second one, the Alif of
verb according to Alkhalil and Sibawayh. The pattern of  إقالةis ُ(اإلقا َمةIqama). (Verb).
According to Al-khfash, the first Alif is omitted, the second letter of root verbs. The verb form is
ٌ(إفَالة113).
4. Variations of strength:
A frequently usage, used by linguists is that the Arabs may give vowel point to the consonant
letter, or add to letter to the vowel, to show the vowel point. The reason behind this process is to
create a kind of balance in speech so that the weak may become strong (114). Many scientists
attributed many morphological rules to this variation. Sibawayh uses this variation to respond
morphological point: adding attribution (nasab) yaa the last letter in root word with original
letters. He states, “The change in origin letters responds to this rule because they are applied
nouns. A noun is not based on less than two letters. Additions are strengthened to replaces lamas,
saying ي
my blood, ي
ٍ
ٌّ  يد:ٍيدin the hand: my hands (115).
ٌّ  دم:دمblood:

See :alesbah :79, walmrtjl fy shrh aljml:6, walansaf fy msa'el alkhlaf :1/8
waltbyyn 'en mdahb alnhwyyn :13, wmsa'el khlafyh fy alnhw :62
110
See : alesbah :438, walktab :4/83, walaswl fy alnhw(abn alsraj):3/132
wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):111, whashyh alsban 'ela shrh alashmwny:2/464
111
See : alesbah :427, walktab:2/196, wshrh almfsl labn y'eysh:1/344, walmmt'e
alkbyr fy altsryf:394
109

See: alesbah :453, wshrh altsryf llthmanyny:262- 263,wshrh altsryh 2/33
wfth alaqfal whl aleshkal:197, wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):117
113
See: alesbah :453, wshrh altsryf llthmanyny: 463, walmqasd alshafyh:4/346
whashyh alkhdry 'ela abn 'eqyl:2/91
114
See: alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh: 211
115
alktab:3/358
112
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Al-mubarrid set examples regarding the verbs; they do not stem from the five letters but they
come from three and four letters, unlike the nouns that reach up to seven letters, ,ب
ٍ (ا ْشهيبا
)(واحرنجامk
Ashahybab, and Ahranjam) because of the power of nouns (116). According to Ibn
ٍ
Jinni, the additional letters come at the beginning of the nouns more than in verbs. Nouns are
strong: verbs are weak (117).
Ibn Hilal explained some of the including:
A. dammah is the strongest vowel point:
Ibn Hilal explains allocating dammah to the speaker (first person) except the singular or female
speaker )ِضر ْبت
َ  و, َضربْت
َ  و, ُضربْت
َ (I struck, struck, and struck). Dammah is stronger , and the
speaker is has priority, a male speaker has more priority than a female one. Thus, he takes fathah.
Kasrsh ls left to the female (118).
B. the constant are stronger than the vowels:
Among the rules of vowel and replacement, that Ibn Hilal mentions that the vowels, having
vowel points, preceded by a consonant with sukun ,)ُ ويَ ْق ِول, ويَ ْب ِي ُع,ف
ُ (يَ ْخ َو:(fear it, sell it, and say).
The vowel points are transferred to consonant with sukun because a consonant is stronger than a
vowel. After the transfer and conversion, َاف
ُ يَخ/ ف
ُ يَ ْخ َوwaw is changed into Alif because of the
vowel point in origin preceded by fatha. They become  َي ِب ْي ُعwith kasrah with ba-aa and sukun with
ya-aa and dammah with qaf and sukun with waw in (يَقُ ْول119). He also the third person pronoun
must be said ه َُوfor a singular, ه َُواfor dual and (ه ُُوواHuwa) for the masculine. Nonetheless, the
first waw in (ه ُُوواHuwa) is turned into a mim to become ه ُموا.
Then, the waw is deleted ecause there is no noun with waw and dammah at the end in Arabic.
Ibn Hilal mentions that the waw conversion into a mim is to make fathah with a srong mim. Mim
is strong to have vowel points because of being a consonant. It cannot be placed with the weak
waw that cannot have vowel points since it is a vowel (120). The conversion of yaa of هيinto
a
َ
mim in dual noun is another example. The basic principle in dual ( ِه َياHaya), the Ya is turned
into a mim to be (هُ َماThey). Consequently, the fathah is not placed on the weak yaa and weak
fathah (121).
5. Speech length usage:
It is frequently used variations in the linguistic books, and scholars have adopted it in the
interpretation of many linguistic issues, such as deleting the link of the accusative towards أعرف
ُ
الذي فيwhich means َأعرف الذي في يَدِكbecause
the join is long (122). Arabs choose lighter words
ُ
See: almqtdb :2/109
See : almnsf:272
118
See : alesbah :210, wallbab fy 'ell albna' wale'erab:1/481, wshrh almrah
(dyknqwz):32
116
117

See: alesbah :470, walknash:2/258,wshrh abn 'eqyl 'ela alfyh abn malk:
4/294,walmqasd alshafyh :9/308, wshrh almrah (dyknqwz):12, w'ewn alm'ebwd fy shrh
nzm almqswd :76
120
See : alesbah :221, wshrh almrah(al'eyny):222, walflah shrh almrah :37
121
See : alesbah :223, wshrh almrah(dyknqwz):39, wshrh almrah (al'eyny):224
122
See : aswl alnhw al'erby(alhlwany):116
119
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in the speech to fit with that length. length of speech means that the speaker reduces the effort so
that he uses methods , such as deleting a letter or choose vowel point to be lighter than other
points(123). The example of reducing the vowel points for length of speech is, Sibwayh
mentions, about the reason for the accusative and similar to the genitive interjection “And
Alkhalil claimed added word are in accusative ( يا اخَانَاOh, brother), ِعبدَ هللا
َ (ياO Abdualla),
while speech is long (124). He also stated“Alkhalil said If you want to modify an indefinite
article or remain unmodified, it will be accusative because nunnation (Tanween) is annexed.
They are like genitive as long as long in accusative (125) An the example of reducing the length
of speech by deletion is what Sibawayh states that the Arabs disliked the length of the noun like
ب
ٍ (ا ْش ِهي َباShayhab), so they reduce by deleting the Yaa.
Arabs say (اشهبابًاash-hibaban) (126). This variation dos not appear Ibn Hilal’s book to the extent
that it does with the predecessors. he mentions this point in one place explaining the deleting
the waw and the yaa in ليَض ِْربُوا/ (اضْر ِبيthey/you Strike the reason for deleting them is because
of the prlonged of the word with the accentuation noon, even if it is necessary for two letter
with sukun to combine (127).
It is mandatory here to point out that Ibn Hilal’s explanation of deleted Waw and yaa due
to prolongation, above-mentioned, is based on the notion accentuation noon is part of the word.
Accentuation noon becomes with the verb as one word. When word becomes prolonged Waw
and yaa are deleted to make speech soft. It is considered accentuation noon is like another word.
The deletion explained by preventing letters with sukun from meeting in two words because the
meeting of the letters with sukun in one word is justifiable such as (دابَّ ٍةdabah ) and ضآلِين
َّ ال
َّ (لِيضربthey would strike), اضربينthey
َّ
(dhalleen). Al-Serafi mentions that if they say ُون
would
not be striking. The deletion of waw and the yaa is a priority and lighter (128).
6. Inflection /mastery variation:
Mastery/inflection is one of the frequently used linguistic point in the linguistic books.
To Sibawayh, it is some forms has the superiority of being inflected or derived from (129). It is
one of the first variations presented in his book. He says in the chapter of syntactic means in
Arabic “in nouns, do not prounced the final consonant without a vowel. A noun is strong and can
be nunnated (Tanween)” (130). He says in another place, “Verbs are heavier than nouns, because
nouns are the first, and they are more capable. Verbs cannot have nunnation”(131). Almubarrid
suggests that it is permissible to makes kanna and its sisters in the predicate precede the subject.
On the other hand, inna and it sisters can never doo such preceding because it is a defective
See : alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh :277 – 278
alktab :2/182
125
alktab :2/199
126
See :alktab:1/87
127
See : alesbah:303, wshrh altsryh :2/309, wshrh almrah(dyknqwz):60
123
124

See : shrh ktab Sibawayh (alsyrafy) :4/258, wshrh alshafyh(alrdy)2/227, wtmhyd
alqwa'ed:9/4656, walmqasd alshafyh :5/555, wshrh altsryh :2/309
129
See alt'elyl allghwy fy ktab Sibawayh :263
130
alktab :1/14
131
alktab :1/20
128
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word compound. You do not say inna (he did, not subject) but you say (was) (it is,: being) (132).
Al-Rumani mentions that the nouns of verbs that they are dynamic, they cannot be inflected. It
is not permissible to the predict to precede, as in ) َعليك
َ ((زيدًاZaid Alaik). The syntactical regent
does not act on its own. Therefore, it cannot act or modfy the word/words in use (133).
Ibn Hilal uses this irregularity in some cases, including:
A. Nouns are more powerful than verbs:
A derived rules of Ibn Hilal’s dictates If a word has the feminization signs of the same type, one
of them must be removed , whether in the verb or in the noun. If they are of differing types,
delete one of them in verbs and do not delete in nouns. To exemplify, َ(ضربْنthey –femalesstruck). The form is َ(ضربتْنstrucken), the taa is removed in porder not to combine the two signs
of femininity ,Ta 'and feminism Noon, in the verb. Unlike ت
ٍ ( ُحبلياhubliyat), the plural of
( ُحبلىhubla /pregnant), two signs of feminization are combined ,the yaa is inverted from the Alif
(without a following hamzah) to the feminine and taa. Alif is removed so that the two feminine
signs cannot meet in the name. Ibn Hilal justifies their meeting in the noun due to smoothness.
The reason for omitting one of them in the verb is the uneasy pronunciation of the verb (134). He
means that the verb has the uneasy pronunciation but noun has the smooth one. The noun is
lighter for having the three vowel points and nunnatiion. It can combine two feminist signs,
when not of the same category. Unlike a noun, a verb has only two vowel points and is not
permissible to combine the two feminine signs at all (135).
B. The building of compliance in transitive verbs is more capable:
Ibn Hilal mentions, in the chapter ( )اال ْن ِف َعالcompliance, comes to one meaning, the agreement.
The building of compliance can only be from the triple transitive verb. It can be inflected and
comply with the rule (136). To illustrate more, one can derive a verb from verb an intransitive
َّ  فfatertuh / infatar(137). Compliance
verb can be derived from a transitive verb like َطر
َ طرتُهُ فا ْنف
also means “The acceptance of the effect of an interchangeable derivation of verbs taking into
consideration the influencing subject: the effect obtained from the first verb to the second one
combined with the derivation (138).
In other words, making the object act as subject of the first verb. For instance, ( كَسرتُ الزجا َج
َسر ذلكَ الزجا ُج
َ “)فا ْنكI broke the glass and that glass is broken”, the glass in the second sentence is
the subject of the verb for the verb is a verb . It is possible to derive a verb from a verb but it is

almqtdb :4/109
See :shrh ktab Sibawayh ( llrmany) (atrwhh dktwrah):thqyq :mhmd shybh:2/542
134
See : alesbah :205 - 206
135
See : shrh ktab Sibawayh (alsyrafy):1/159, walaydah fy 'ell alnhw:100, wshrh
almrah (dyknqwz):30, wshda al'erf fy fn alsrf:27
132
133

See : alesbah :166, walmnsf:72 , walmmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf:130
See : shrh alshafyh(rkn aldyn):1/259, wfth alaqfal whl alashkal:54
138
See : hashyh alsban 'ela shrh alashmwny:2/129, wfth almt'eal 'ela lamyh
alaf'eal:240
136
137
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not possible to make a verb as an object by compliance unless the verb is derived from a
transitive verb (139). This is the meaning of complianceand Allah knows best.
These are some of the transformative variations that are cited to clarify those Ibn Hilal
morphological variations attributions based on taking into account the original pattern.
Conclusion:
Praise Allah the lord of the worlds. This present research has reached some results that are:
1. Allah Almighty has granted linguists with the theory of variations. It is a blessing and not
a curse. It is of Arabic in form and Islamic in goal, to be the guardian of the language
structures, regular, irregular and rare. This system will not stop until the Day of
Judgment because the founders are sincere and skilled. They have paid a great deal of
interest Arabic and its grammar. May Allah guide us to follow their example and apply
their approach.
2. The Book “ Al-Isbah” is deemed one of the most prominent books of morphology.
Although it is not classified from the books of variations, it has a large number of
explanations in it.
3. bn Hilal's approach is similar to his predecessors. He explains the ends and method. He
does not differ from them in his explanations. The variations are mostly simple
educational variations: they do not tend to be complicated.
4. Ibn Hilal Al-Halabi did not deviate from the purpose of variations. His study of
morphological issues is for its own sake. He avoids the exaggeration. He presents
purposeful content that serves Arabic and preserves its structural traits contributing to the
clarification of its linguistic secrets appropriately keeping pace with the scientific
development of the Arabi.
5. Most of variations, adopted by Ibn Hilal, has followed scholars preceding him. He adds
few explanations and clarification.
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- 1993 m.
43. fth almt'eal 'ela alqsydh almsmah blamyh alaf'eal, hmd bn muh ََm ََd alra'eqy als'eydy
ْ ََalَk
alَm
ِ َy
ِ (t nhw 1250h) th: ebrahym bn slyman alb'eymy, mjlh aljam'eh aleslamyh
balmdynh almnwrh, altb'eh: 1417h .
44. alflah shrh almrah, abn kmal basha, (t940h) shrkh wmtb'eh mstfa albaby alhlby
wawladh, msr, t3, 1379h- 1959m.
45. fy aswl alnhw, s'eyd bn mhmd bn ahmd alafghany (t 1417h), almktb alaslamy,
byrwt, 1407h-1987m.
46. alknash fy fny alnhw walsrf, abw alfda' 'emad aldyn esma'eyl bn 'ely bn mhmwd bn
mhmd abn 'emr bn shahnshah bn aywb, almlk alm'eyd, sahb hmah (t 732 h) th: d.
ryad bn hsn alkhwam, almktbh al'esryh lltba'eh walnshr, byrwt – lbnan, 2000 m.
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47. allamat, 'ebd alrhmn bn eshaq albghdady alnhawndy alzjajy, abw alqasm (t 337h)
th: mazn almbark, dar alfkr, dmshq, t2, 1405h -1985m..
48. allbab fy 'ell albna' wala'erab, abw albqa' 'ebd allh bn alhsyn bn 'ebd allh al'ekbry
albghdady mhb aldyn (t 616h) th: d. 'ebd alelh alnbhan, dar alfkr, dmshq , t1
1416h -1995m .
49. almrtjl fy shrh aljml, abw mhmd 'ebd allh bn ahmd bn alkhshab(t567h), th: 'ely
hydr, mjm'e allghh al'erbyh, dmshq, 1392h- 1972m.
50.almsa'ed 'ela tshyl alfwa'ed, qady alqdah bha' aldyn 'ebd allh bn 'eqyl al'eqyly almsry
alhmdany(t769h) th: mhmd kaml brkat, jam'eh am alqra (dar alfkr, dmshq - dar
almdny, jdh), t1, 1405 h.
51. almsa'el alhlbyat,abw 'ely alfarsy (t 377 h) th: d. hsn hndawy, dar alqlm
lltba'eh walnshr waltwzy'e, dmshq - dar almnarh lltba'eh walnshr waltwzy'e, byrwt
t1, 1407 h - 1987 m.
52. msa'el khlafyh fy alnhw, bw albqa' 'ebd allh bn alhsyn bn 'ebd allh al'ekbry albghdady
mhb aldyn (t 616h) th: mhmd khyr alhlwany, dar alshrq al'erby, byrwt, t1
1412h- 1992m .
53. almtlwb bshrh almqswd fy altsryf, ghyr m'erwf, almtb'eh almymnyh, msr,
1310h.
54. almftah fy alsrf, abw bkr 'ebd alqahr bn 'ebd alrhmn bn mhmd alfarsy alasl,
aljrjany aldar (t 471h) th: d. 'ely twfyq alh ََm ََd, m'essh alrsalh ,byrwt, t1
1407 h - 1987m.
55. almfrah fy shrh mrah alarwah, hsn basha bn 'ela' aldyn alaswd(t827h) tkh: shryf
'ebd alkrym njar, dar 'emar, 'eman, alardn, t1, 1427h-2006m.
56. almqasd alshafyh fy shrh alkhlash alkafyh, bw eshq ebrahym bn mwsa alshatby
(t 790 h) th: mjmw'eh mhqqyn, m'ehd albhwth al'elmyh wehya' altrath aleslamy
bjam'eh am alqra - mkh almkrmh, t1, 1428 h - 2007 m.
57. almqtdb, mhmd bn yzyd bn 'ebd alakbr althmala alazdy, abw al'ebas, alm'erwf balmbrd
(t 285h) th: mhmd 'ebd alkhalq 'ezymh, 'ealm alktb, byrwt.
58. almmt'e alkbyr fy altsryf, 'ely bn m'emn bn mhmd, alh ََd َْr ََmy aleshbyly, abw alhsn
alm'erwf babn 'esfwr (t 669h), mktbh lbnan, byrwt, t1, 1996 m.
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59. almnsf,a bw alfth 'ethman bn jny almwsly (t 392h),dar ehya' altrath alqdym
t1, 1373h - 1954m.
60. nzhh altrf fy 'elm alsrf, ahmd bn mhmd almydany(t518h) th: d. mhmd 'ebd
almqswd, dar kmdy alznaty, msr, t2, 1429h-2008m.
61. hm'e alhwam'e fy shrh jm'e aljwam'e, jlal aldyn 'ebd alrhmn bn aby bkr alsywty
(t911h) th: 'ebd alhmyd hndawy, almktbh altwfyqyh, msr.
Journals & periodical:
62.. alasbah 'ela mrah alarwah, th:mhmd dham mmdwh fwaz alkbysy(atrwhh dktwrah),
jam'eh alanbar, klyh altrbyh ll'elwm alensanyh, 2020m.
63 .hrkh alhrwf almdar'eh, 'ebd allh bn nasr alqrny, mjlh aljam'eh aleslamyh balmdynh
almnwrh-'edd 119- 1423h,
64. shrh ktab sybwyh l'ely bn 'eysa alrmany(384h),th: mhmd abrahym ywsf shybh,
(atrwhh dktwrah),jam'eh am alqra, almmlkh al'erbyh als'ewdyh, klyh allghh al'erbyh1415h.
65. trd albab 'ela wtyrh wahdh: d. mhmd hmad alqryshy, mjlh jam'eh am alqra l'elwm alshry'eh
wallghh al'erbyh wadabha, j15, 'e 25, 1433h.
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